The Perfect Fusion of Audio Innovation
and Passion.
World class audio products are created when engineering excellence meets a passion for
uncompromised sound quality. SVS speakers, subwoofers and accessories embody this principle and
refute the notion that high performance audio needs to be outrageously expensive.
Our energy is evident in every review and award our products earn and is brought to life with every
emotionally and viscerally charged sonic moment they inspire.
SVS. Join the Sound R|Evolution.
SVSound.com

16-Ultra Series Subwoofers
Supreme low frequency output and deep bass extension
far below the limits of human hearing, the SVS 16-Ultra
subwoofers also deliver pinpoint accuracy and transient speed
and feature groundbreaking audio innovations. The 16-Ultra
series are the subwoofers by which all others are judged.

Engineered to accurately produce ground-shaking levels
of crisp, effortless bass and the subtlest musical details,
SVS subwoofers have earned a place among the finest
audio products in the world.

Astonishing Low Frequency Response
Bass below the levels of human hearing with immersive
impact so powerful you feel it.

Massive, Effortless Power
Unleashes concert or cinema level volumes
and high SPL without a trace of distortion.

Accurate, Detailed Sound
Balanced and never boomy. Always stays completely
faithful to what the artist or director intended.

SB16-Ultra Subwoofer

PB16-Ultra Subwoofer

Immense power and bottomless low frequency
extension with pitch perfect accuracy and pinpoint
speed in transients. The ultimate sealed box subwoofer.

Earth-shaking levels of bass far below
human hearing limits, yet incredibly
accurate, detailed and controlled. The
ultimate ported box subwoofer.



Massive All New 16” Ultra Driver with Unprecedented 8”
Edge Wound Voice Coil.



Stunningly Powerful, New Class D Sledge Amplifier with Fully
Discrete Output and 1,500 Watts Continuous, 5,000+ Watts
Peak Power.



App for Apple® and Android® Controls all DSP Functions
and Stores Custom Presets.

NEW! SVS 4000 Series Subwoofers
Featuring technology from the 16-Ultra Series; named top subwoofers in the world by nearly every
audio publication and industry group in 2017, the 4000 Series demolish all preconceived notions about
subwoofer performance and technology, unleashing reference quality bass at a groundbreaking value.



1,200 Watts Continuous, 4,200+ Watts Peak Dynamic Amplifier with
Fully Discrete MOSFET Output.




High Excursion 13.5” Glass Fiber Composite Driver.



App for Apple® and Android®
Controls all DSP Functions and
Stores Custom Presets.

Sophisticated 50Mhz High Resolution Analog
Devices Audio DSP.

Pinpoint Speed And
Transient Response
Ability to start and stop on a dime with
absolutely crisp precision.

Intelligent Integration

PC-4000 Subwoofer

Staggering low-frequency output and deep bass
extension down to 13Hz with an amazing degree of
subtlety and finesse to thrill both action movie buffs
and audiophiles with extreme performance.

With a footprint just 16” in diameter, the iconic
cylinder subwoofer design is only available from SVS
and achieves unparalleled low frequency output
and deep bass extension per inch of floor-space.
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PB-4000 Subwoofer

Massive output with pinpoint accuracy, a
top choice for audiophile music and home
theater systems that leaves larger and more
expensive subwoofers trembling in its wake.
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SB-4000 Subwoofer
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Advanced DSP for seamless blending with all speakers
and a fully convincing audio experience.

“If there is a more perfect subwoofer in
production today, we haven’t heard it.”

“Exemplary…The best subwoofer for the money
I’ve auditioned in the last decade.”

“Astonished me with its depth and clarity… I’m not
sure there’s a better value today in audio.”

“SVS has taken clean, deep bass to another level.
The 16-Ultras push the envelope in every respect.”

“A concrete fist inside a velvet glove, the 16-Ultra
subwoofers are fit for the finest of home theaters.”

DigitalTrends

Stereonet

GoodSound

Audioholics

European Imaging and Sound
Association

“Pitch perfect…on my list of recommended subwoofers.“

Stereophile

“Bass notes were veritable subsonic bass-infused
depth charges…The pristine clarity and authority
was awe inspiring…Best subwoofer I’ve heard.”

PCWorld

“…incredibly impactful yet refined…yet again, SVS has
proven to be a company that defies expectations based on
aesthetics and price…”

“Smile-inducing bass, the kinetic energy reached deafening
reference listening levels…My jaw was stuck ajar…
Highly Recommended.”

“I’ve heard almost all of the top subwoofers currently on
the market. The SB16-Ultra sounds like none of them. It’s a
whole different category of low-frequency sound.”

HomeTheaterReview

Sound & Vision

HomeTheaterReview

SVS 2000 Series Subwoofers
The best-selling SVS 2000 Series subwoofers deliver deep low frequency
extension and effortless power with pinpoint accuracy and speed in
transients, redefining bass performance under $1,000.





Award-winning technology adapted from SVS Ultra subwoofers.
Optimized high output, low distortion 12-inch driver.
Powerful and sophisticated 500 watts continuous, 1,100 watts peak
Sledge Amplifier.

From first sketch to final voicing, every step in the SVS
speaker design process is aimed at surpassing the audio
performance benchmarks of costlier speakers. Music,
movies and every immersive listening moment are
rendered with flawless balance, depth and detail for a level
of sonic excellence and value that’s unmistakably SVS.

Pinpoint Accuracy
Crisp, clear and precise sound with a
convincing and expansive soundstage.

Immersive Full Range Sound
Stunning dynamics with airy, unveiled highs, smooth
midrange and deep low frequency extension.

SB-2000 Subwoofer

PB-2000 Subwoofer

PC-2000 Subwoofer

Shocking deep bass extension and power with
pinpoint accuracy and benchmark setting
performance for a subwoofer under $1,000.

Room-shaking power and unprecedented
low frequency extension down to 17 Hz while
remaining a musical and accurate subwoofer.

Iconic SVS cylinder design uses cabinet height to
reduce footprint while delivering the immense output
and low frequency extension of a larger subwoofer.

Innovative Engineering
State-of-the-art acoustics developed through
rigorous engineering and exhaustive real
world testing and critical listening.

SVS 1000 Series Subwoofers

Uncompromised Build Quality

Compact and commanding with astonishing power, the SVS 1000
Series changed the subwoofer game by bringing legitimately deep,
palpable, room filling bass to a groundbreaking low price.

SB-1000 Subwoofer

Ported box subwoofer with 10” driver
delivers massive power and ground-shaking
low frequency impact without sacrificing
detail and accuracy.

Expectation shattering sealed box subwoofer
with 12” driver sets bar for low frequency
performance from a super compact cabinet.

“The PB-2000 gave me a kick in the chest…It
sounds great with both music and movies.”

Audioholics

HighDefDigest

“Wall-shaking, glass-rattling, floor-rumbling bass…”

HomeTheaterHifi
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“SVS is offering technology normally reserved for
subwoofers two or three times the asking price of
2000 series.”
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“The kind of forceful, yet detailed bass that we
would expect from more powerful and certainly
more expensive subwoofers.”

AVForums
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PB-1000 Subwoofer
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Powerful and sophisticated 300 watts continuous, 720 watts
peak power Sledge amplifier.
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Vastly outperform much larger and more expensive
subwoofers.
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Extreme low frequency output and extension from compact
cabinets.

A



Premium materials and internal components
assembled with exacting attention to detail.

OF TH

“This is the speaker system to beat this year and
for years to come.”

DigitalTrends

BEST OF AWARD

E

“Remarkable speakers at a head turning price...
their performance stands toe to toe with much
more expensive contenders.”

“More detailed and more ‘hi-fi’ than anything at
this price.”

Audioholics

“The 1000 Series subwoofers astonished me with their depth
and clarity. There’s no better value in audio today.”

“Dynamics of a theater system, neutrality and ambience of
an audiophile system… Certified and Recommended.”

GoodSound

Sound & Vision

CNET

“Gone are the days where you need a six figure audio
system to be the envy of your friends…a real
price-performance achievement.”

ThePoorAudiophile

SVS Prime Series Speakers

SVS Ultra Series
Speakers

Immersive and high-end in every way, the SVS Prime Series apply innovations from the award-winning Ultra Series to set
the benchmark for speaker performance value. Uncompromised sound quality, stunning dynamics, and impeccable design;
amazing audio experiences have never been more attainable.

Acoustic innovations and uncompromised
design elements applied through rigorous
design and engineering are at the heart of each
reference SVS Ultra Series speaker. Flawless,
full-range performance, audiophile refinement,
and massive cinema and concert level sound;
world class audio experiences are now within
everyone’s reach.
Proprietary, FEA-optimized technology and
sophisticated design elements convey the full
emotion, impact and artistry of music and
home theater.



High end driver materials, precision
construction techniques and innovative
SoundMatch crossover design for revealing
transparency, ultra-smooth frequency
response, enhanced sweet spot and
amazingly rich and articulated bass.



Enhanced cabinet geometry and construction
yield numerous acoustic benefits to ensure
detailed and accurate response at the highest
drive levels. Every angle and feature has a
sonic purpose.

Technology from the Ultra Series applied with rigorous attention to the finest details of acoustic voicing, exacting
engineering, component design and build quality.



Proprietary SVS drivers, innovative SoundMatch crossover and high end materials render silky smooth
frequency response, crisp dynamics, effortless bass, and a generous, convincing soundstage.



Exhaustive anechoic measurement, real-world testing and critical listening ensure utter transparency, pinpoint
accuracy and full-bodied frequency response.

Ultra Bookshelf Speaker
Reference bookshelf speakers with astonishing dynamics
and imaging, unveiled highs and amazing low frequency
extension. Unreservedly stakes a claim as the best bookshelf
speakers under $1,000.

Prime Bookshelf
Speaker

Prime Center Speaker

Class-defining full range bookshelf
speaker delivers amazing sound quality
and dynamics as main, surround or
other speakers in a 2-channel audiophile,
desktop or home theater system.

Ultra Tower Speaker

Ultra Center Speaker

Standing toe-to-toe with the finest speakers in the world,
the flagship SVS model commands a room with deep
and articulated bass, incredible resolution, absolute
transparency, and crisp powerful dynamics, outperforming
speakers many times the price.

Reference 3-way center channel speaker delivers airy,
unveiled highs with uncompromised clarity for unerring
realism and dialogue intelligibility, all with outstanding
dispersion characteristics for accurate frequency response
at all listening positions.

Prime Satellite
Speaker

True 3-way center channel delivers crystal clear and
natural sounding dialogue and vocals with an expansive
soundstage and excellent dispersion for a convincing
home theater experience.

A true audiophile experience in an
unprecedently compact and décor-friendly
design. Serves admirably as front, center,
surround or height effect speaker with
astonishing detail and output.

Prime Elevation Speaker

An uncompromised height effects speaker for Dolby Atmos ®,
DTS:X® and Auro-3D ® and a multi-purpose high performance
front, center, rear surround, side surround and/or LCR
speaker when ideal room placement isn’t possible.

Prime Tower
Speaker
Exceptional clarity, flawless tonal
balance and room-energizing bass
response set the benchmark for
floorstanding speakers under $1,000.
Outclasses speakers costing two and
three times their price.
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Unique dual isolated SoundMatch crossovers allowing for
bipole, dipole, or unique SVS Duet Mode, which creates two
separate speakers within one cabinet. Charged dynamics and
detailed soundstage render seamless sonic transitions and
hard-hitting home theater effects.

Prime Satellite 5.1 System
Five massive sounding Prime Satellite Speakers and a
stunningly powerful SB-1000 Subwoofer punch well above
their weight class in a compact, lifestyle friendly 5.1 home
theater system that brings bass you can feel and enveloping
surround sound to any small-medium sized room.
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Ultra Surround Speaker
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“Knocked it out of the park on sound and build
quality with the high-value, full-range Ultra
speaker line.”

“The wondrous bass and effortless, soaring,
clean and pure highs were able to entertain
as well as unnerve.”

“Delivers the bass and sound of speakers costing
twice as much. No other speakers deliver tonal
range as accurate.”

“The Prime Series are flawless in performance.
Audiophile grade home theater at a
fraction of the cost.”

“Solid performance, striking design,
exceptional build quality and all at a price point
that is remarkable.”

“The best speaker surround sound system under
$1,000. Congratulations, SVS. The old king
is dead, long live the new king.”

Sound & Vision

HomeCinemaChoice

Consumer Digest

AVTechReviews

HomeTheaterForum

HomeTheaterReview

“Superb clarity, classy looks, a wide soundstage and an
unbelievable low end. The SVS Ultra is the Best
Bookshelf speaker under $1,000.”

TheMasterSwitch

“It is far and away the best performing, and looking system
at this price point, and even twice the amount.”

MissingRemote

“Performed spectacularly…best-sounding affordable
speakers I’ve heard. I found myself preferring their precision
to the sound coming from considerably pricier speakers.”

“Effortless performance, elegant design, and striking
value. SVS’ Prime Series hits the ultimate sweet spot in the
audiophile segment.”

AVSForum

DigitalTrends

Filling the void between exorbitantly priced audio accessories, and the cheapest compromised
solutions, SVS SoundPath accessories are painstakingly engineered with premium materials to
ensure the purest possible connections between all AV components.

SoundPath Subwoofer
Isolation System

SoundPath Interconnect Cable

SoundPath Interconnects reject interference
Works with nearly every subwoofer brand and
while providing a pristine connection between
model to improve bass performance while
your subwoofer or other components and a
reducing floor and wall vibrations, noise artifacts receiver or preamplifier.
and complaints from neighbors or roommates
by de-coupling a subwoofer from the floor.

SoundPath Ultra Speaker Cable
Hand-soldered with custom terminations by
our Ohio craftsman to any length you desire,
SVS SoundPath Ultra Speaker Cables ensure
pristine signal purity so your speakers perform
with uncompromising fidelity.

The SVS Community – A shared passion for
immersive audio experiences…
“Subtle but punchy with music
and then roars to life with
movies… the best home theater
purchase I’ve ever made!”

“NOTHING even comes close to
the power, feel, and subtlety to
fill in what you never knew was
missing from, well everything!”

A.Flores

Robert

“They have rekindled my love
for music and are worth
every penny.”

“So delicate when it needs to
be, yet so immensely powerful
when the time is right.”

OCTrainer

Zodiarkk









SVSound.com

facebook.com/svsound

@SVS_Sound

@SVS_Sound

